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Introduction

A remarkable thing about a black holes (as opposed to,
say, supernovae), is that the equations that underlie their
rich dynamics are known without approximation. They are
also extremely elegant and very simple to write down:

RMN = 0.

The difficulty, of course, is that while these equations are
easy to write down they are difficult to solve analytically.
One strategy for progress in such a situation is to enlarge
the problem by introduction of a natural parameter.
In this talk I will adopt this strategy. In the main part of this
talk I my parameter will be 1/D as a parameter (D is the
number of spacetime dimensions).
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Simplification at large D?

Consider the D dimensional Schwarschild black hole,
boosted to velocity uM in Kerr Schild coordinates :

gMN = ηMN +
(drM − uM)(drN − uN)(

r
r0

)D−3 ,

uM = const, u2 = −1, r2 = xMPMNxN , PMN = ηMN + uMuN

10.1007/JHEP06(2013)009, R. Emparan, R. Suzuki and K. Tanabe made the following
simple but key observations. First that the black hole
metric becomes indistinguishable from the metric of flat
space at any r > r0 that is held fixed as D →∞.
Second that if

r = r0(1 +
R

D − 3
)

and R held fixed as D →∞ then

gMN = ηMN + e−R(drM − uM)(drN − uN)

Thus the ‘tail’ of the black hole extends only thickness r0
D .
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Simplification at large D?

The key point is that there are two different length scales at
large D. First the radius of the black hole r0. Second the
much smaller ‘thickness’ of the black hole r0/D. Does the
second length scale show up in dynamically interesting
quantities?
JHEP07(2014)113, R. Emparan, R. Suzuki and K. Tanabe answered this question by
computing the spectrum of quasinormal modes. They
found two distinct kinds of modes. At any given angular
momentum they found a finite number of ‘light’ modes with
frequencies of order 1/r0 In addition to these there are an
infinite number of ‘heavy’ modes with frequencies of order
D/r0.
Does this mean that there is a nonlinear effective theory of
the light modes for black holes at large D? Can we find it?
Is it hydrodynamic in nature? With a few caveats the
answers are yes, yes and yes.
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Collective Coordinate ansatz

Consider the general ansatz metric ArXiv 1504.06613 S. Bhattacharyya, A.

De, S.M, R. Mohan, A. Saha, ArXiv 1511.03432 S. Bhattacharyya, M. Mandlik, S.M and S. Thakur

g0
MN = ηMN +

(n − u)M(n − u)N

ρD−3 , (1)

where ρ is an unspecified function in flat Minkowski space
u is a oneform ‘velocity’ field in flat space

n =
dρ√
∂ρ2

, u2 = −1, u.n = 0

(12) is flat when ρ− 1� 1
D .

Call ρ = 1 submanifold the membrane. Timelike
submanifold of flat space. But

(
n.n =

(
1− 1

ρD−3

))
. Null

submanifold of metric (1) . Generators are tangent to uµ.
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Solutions of Einstein’s Equations

The remarkable result is the following. Provided the
function ρ is chosen so that it obeys the equation

∇2
(

1
ρD−3

)
= 0

and provided that the surface ρ = 1 and the velocity field
restricted to its surface obey the equations of motion below
Then the metric (2) can be explicitly corrected, order by
order in a 1/D expansion to a metric that solves Einstein’s
equations to successively higher orders in 1/D. ArXiv 1504.06613,

S. Bhattacharyya, A. De, S.M, R. Mohan, A. Saha, ArXiv 1511.03432, S. Bhattacharyya, M. Mandlik, S.M

and S. Thakur, 1607.06475, Y. Dandekar, A. De, S. Mazumdar, S.M.

As this process is iterated to higher and higher orders, the
‘membrane equations’ are also progressively corrected.
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Membrane Equations

At every order in the derivative expansion, the membrane
equations take the form of the conservation of a stress
tensor that is δ function localized on the membrane.

∇BT BA
st = 0.

Where

T MN
st = |∂ρ|δ(ρ− 1)T MN

wv

T MNnM = 0
(2)

arXiv:1611.09310, S. Bhattacharyya, A. Mandal, M. Mandlik, U. Mehta, S.M., U. Sharma and S Thakur

T WV
MN is tangent to membrane. Can be ‘pulled back’ to a

stress tensor Tµν on the membrane.
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Membrane Stress Tensor

Results of explicit computation at lowest nontrivial order:

8πTµν = 8πT fluid
µν − 8πT TD

µν

8πT TD
µν =

Kµν − gµνK
2

T fluid
µν =

1
2
K̃Pµν − σµν

σµν = Pαµ
∇αuβ +∇βuα

2
Pβν −

Pµν
D − 2

∇ · u

K̃ =
K µνKµν −K2 + 2K µνσµν

K + u.K .u

(3)

arXiv:1611.09310, S. Bhattacharyya, A. Mandal, M. Mandlik, U. Mehta, S.M., U. Sharma and S Thakur,

arXiv:1712.09400, Y. Dandekar, S. Kundu, S. Mazumdar, S.M., A. Mishra, and A. Saha

Turns out that identically

nM∇NT NM = 0.
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Initial value problem

Remaining D − 1 equations equivalent to

∇µTµν
WV = 0↔ ∇µT fluid

µν = 0.

where we have used the identity

∇µT TD
µν = 0.

Thus D − 1 nontrivial membrane equations. Matches
number of variables (D − 2 velocities and one membrane
shape). The membrane equations thus dual autonomous
description of black hole dynamics.
Equations essentially hydrodynamics on a varying surface.
Presumably defines well posed initial value problem. Fluid
stress tensor has pressure term and a shear viscous
contribution. Novel feature: fluid energy density not a
variable of the problem.
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Entropy Current

∇µTµνuν ↔ ∇ · u =
2
K
σαβσ

αβ

JµS =
uµ

4
(4)

∇µjµS =
σµνσ

µν

2K
(5)

Turns out that JµS is simply hodge dual (w.r.t. the induced
metric on the membrane viewed as a submanifold of flat
space) of the area form on the event horizon. Positivity of
RHS in equation above consequence of Hawking area
increase theorem. jµS is the ‘entropy’ current of our
dissipative membrane. arXiv:1607.06475, Y. Dandekar, A. De, S. Mazumdar, S.M.

arXiv:1611.09310, S. Bhattacharyya, A. Mandal, M. Mandlik, U. Mehta, S.M., U. Sharma and S Thakur,

arXiv:1712.09400, Y. Dandekar, S. Kundu, S. Mazumdar, S.M., A. Mishra, and A. Saha
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Radiation

Membrane spacetimes good when ρ− 1� 1. However
gravity effectively linear for ρ− 1� 1

D . Thus when

1
D
� ρ� 1

both approximations are good. Can use our membrane
spacetimes to identify the effective linearized solution in
overlap region, and then use linearized gravity to continue
the solution to infinity to obtain radiation.
Final result: radiation agrees exactly with the linearized
radiation response to source given by the membrane
stress tensor in flat space. arXiv:1611.09310, S. Bhattacharyya, A. Mandal, M.

Mandlik, U. Mehta, S.M., U. Sharma and S Thakur

Kinematical fact in large D: fractional energy carried off by
radiation in unit time of order 1/DD. Miniscule at large D.
Explains why large D membrane equations are local.
Large D like Maldacena decoupling limit. Radiation failiure
of decoupling.
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Stationary solutions

Let us now return to the study of the general membrane
eqations. We focus first on stationary solutions arXiv:1712.09400, Y.

Dandekar, S. Kundu, S. Mazumdar, S.M., A. Mishra, and A. Saha. Entropy production
must vanish for such solutions. Implies ∇.u and σµν vanish.
Theorem: velocity proportional to a timelike killing vector.
Consequently we focus on the special case in which our
ambient spacetime has a timelike killing vector field, kM ,
this field is everywhere tangent to our membrane,
restricting to the world volume killing vector kµ.
It follows that

uµ =
kµ√
−k .k

(6)
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Stationary solutions: Shape

Have used 1 membrane equation to solve for D − 2
variables. Must now choose the remaining 1 variable
(shape) to solve the remaining D − 2 equations. Possible?
Yes! The D − 2 equations turn out to take the form

Pαµ∇α
(
K̃
√
−k .k

)
= 0

It follows that all equations above are simultaneously
solved if

K̃ =
4πT0√
−k .k

We will soon interpret T0 as the solution’s temperature.
Very similar result first obtained in JHEP06(2015)159 JHEP06(2015)159, R.

Emparan, T. Shiromizu, R. Suzuki, K. Tanabe, T. Tanaka

In summary in stationarity

uµ =
kµ√
−k .k

, K̃ =
4πT0√
−k .k

(7)
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Stationary Solutions: Action

Can our membrane equations be obtained from the
extremization of an action? In general no (atleast in a
naive sense). Equations are dissipative. However the
equations that govern stationary configuration can be
obtained from an action given by

16πS =

∫
M

√
−g K − 4πT0

∫ √
−g√
−k .k

− (D − 1)λ

∫
V

√
−G

(8)
where M is the membrane world volume and V the region
of the ambient bulk spacetime enclosed by M. S is sum of
Gibbons Hawking, ‘area’ and volume. Variation of this actin
reproduces the stationary ‘shape’ equation.
Moreover the stationary membrane stress tensor is
reproduced by

Tµν = − 2√
−g

δS
δgµν
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Action and Thermodynamics

Move to Euclidean space. Assuming that the part of the
ambient solution that lies to the interior of the membrane is
smooth and regular, can prove that our action can be
rewritten as

S = β (E − T0Sent ) (9)

It follows immediately that

S = − ln Z , ∂T0 ln Z = S, ∂β ln Z = −E

In other words −S is the partition function and T0 the
temperature.
Stationary membrane shapes extremize the action. From
(9) this means that they extremizes entropy at fixed energy.
Consistent with the thermodynamical idea that systems
eventually settle down into the maximum entropy
configurations.
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Simple Stationary Solutions

The simplest stationary solutions are spherically symmetric
static black holes in Flat/AdS/dS space

ds2 = −f (r)dt2 +
dr2

f (r)
+ r2dΩ2

D−2, f (r) = 1−
rD−3
0

rD−3 +λ r2.

The configurations r = rH solve the membrane equations
of motion. The mass, entropy and temperature of this
membrane turn out to be given by

Mbh =
(D − 2)

(
1 + λr2

H
)

rD−3
H ΩD−2

16π
, Sbh =

rD−2
H ΩD−2

4
,

Tbh =
1

4πrH

[
(D − 3) + (D − 1)λr2

H

]
(10)

Exactly reproduces the thermodynamics of static black
holes at finite D. E.g. correctly computes the finite
temperature free energy N = 4 Yang Mills on S3
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Away from near stationarity: QNMs

Simplest solution: static spherical membrane. Dual to RN
black hole. Linearizing the membrane equations about this

r0ω
r
l=0 = 0

r0ω
r
l =
−i(l − 1)±

√
(l − 1)(1− lQ4

0)

1 + Q2
0

(l ≥ 1)

r0ω
Q
l = −il (l ≥ 0)

r0ω
v
l =
−i(l − 1)

1 + Q2
0

(l ≥ 1)

(11)

Note highly dissipative. Can compare with direct gravity
analysis of QNMs at large D. Turns out two kinds of
modes. Light, ω ∼ 1

r0
. Heavy, ω ∼ D

r0
. Spectrum above in

perfect agreement with light modes. Our membrane
equations: nonlinear effective theory of light modes
obtained after ‘integrating out’ the heavy stuff.
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Application to astrophysical black hole collisons?

An astrophysical black hole collision has three phases.
First the inspiral. Second the collision. Third the setting
down. The last phase can be divided up into an early
nonlinear settling process and a later linear settling
processs governed by quasi normal modes.
It does not seem completely implausible that large D
methods could be used to characterize the nonlinear part
of the third process to, say, 25 percent accuracy. The main
approximation is in ignoring the higher quasi normal
modes - equivalently ignoring radiaiton in the process of
settling down.
To the extent that these approximations are valid, the
membrane equations describe the nonlinear settling
process. If the membrane equations are easier to simulate
than Einstein’s equations - or easier to gain intuition for -
they may prove useful in understanding this part of the
process.
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More ambitious applications

The reduction of Einstein’s equations to the membrane
equations works only when the membrane shape and
velocity field vary on length scales large compared to 1/D.
This condition is not met over a time scale of order 1/D
around the actual collision. The solution to Einstein’s
equations that captures the actual collision process is thus
as yet unknown even at large D.
A recent paper by Emparan and Suzuki gives some hope
that a different approximation than the membrane one can
capture this collision process.
It is conceivable that an order one fraction of the energy of
the initial collision process is emitted over a time scale of
1/D around the collision. If this process can be computed
analytically at large D it could form the basis for an
approximation scheme for the actual collision process.
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Derivation: Collective Coordinate Ansatz

Consider the general ansatz metric

g0
MN = ηMN +

(n − u)M(n − u)N

ρD−3 , (12)

where ρ is an unspecified function in flat Minkowski space
u is a oneform ‘velocity’ field in flat space

n =
dρ√
∂ρ2

, u2 = −1, u.n = 0

As above, the deviation of (12) from flat space is
proportional to e−D(ρ−1). (12) is flat when ρ− 1� 1

D .
Moreover it is easily checked that

n.n =

(
1− 1

ρD−3

)
Thus the codimension one submanifold ρ = 1 is null. Its
generators are tangent to uM . Will turn out to be the event
horizon.
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Derivation: Einstein’s equations on the ansatz

In order to predict the evolution of the region outside the
event horizon we can ignore the interior region. Moreover
spacetime nontrivial only in thickness 1

D around ρ = 1. So
can also forget about most of the exterior.
Thus we focus entirely on the membrane region ρ− 1 ∼ 1

D .
Evaluate Einstein’s equations, RMN = 0. Assume that ρ
and u vary on length scale unity. 1

ρD−3 nonetheless varies
on length scale 1/D. Consequently generically
RMN = O(D2). However if

u = const, ρ =
r
r0
, then RMN = 0

This fact can be used to show that when

∇2
(

1
ρD−3

)
= 0, ∇.u = 0, then RMN = O(D)

In other words velocity fields and membrane shape are
large D collective coordinates.
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Derivation: Perturbation theory

Now consider the metric

gMN = g0
MN + ε

1
D

g1
MN . . .

Where g1
MN , like g0

MN , is built out of 1
ρD−3 along with uM and

ρ but is otherwise independent of D. ε is a counting
parameter, eventually set to unity. Note

RMN = RMN(g0) + ε

(
1
D
O(D2)

)
= O(D) + εO(D)

Both terms above are of order 1
D . 2nd term linear

differential operator on g1
MN . Requiring RMN vanishes at

O(D) yields inhomogeneous linear differential equations
for g1

MN .
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Derivation: Uniqueness of solution

Lets now actually solve for g1
MN . To do this we fix gauge. To

fix ambiguities in the solution we also demand ρ = 1 is the
event horizon and uM tangent to its generators even at
subleading order in 1

D .
Crucially we also demand that g1

MN deays for ρ− 1� 1
D

(i.e. to the exterior of the membrane region) and that the
solution is regular at the event horizon ρ = 1.
Turns out the dynamical equations are completely solvable
and uniquely determine g1

MN . Final solution simple and
completely explicit: low degree polynomial in 1

ρD−3 and
ρ− 1. Coefficients local expressions constructed out of at
most two derivatives of uM and the extrinsic curvature KMN
of the ρ = 1 surface, viewed as a submanifold of flat space.
Our solutions solve Einstein’s dynamical equations to a
given order in 1

D in the membrane region ρ− 1 ∼ 1
D . More

generally they can be shown to well approximate the true
solution provided ρ− 1� 1.
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Derivation: Comparison with the ‘Membrane
Paradigm’

Membrane equations have can have their origin in the
constraint equations evaluated on the horizon. Constraint
equations on the horizon also central to ‘old’ membrane
paradigm. New element here: explicit construction of
metric in the vicinity of the event horizon in terms of
collective coordinates. Transforms constraint into
dynamical equations for a well posed initial value problem.
Can replace all of the black hole spacetime - not just
interior - with a non gravitational membrane that lives on a
timelike submanifold of flat space. New power result of
new parameter, 1

D .
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Gregorry Laflamme Instability

The study of the Gregorry Laflamme Instability at large D
has been pioneered by the group of Emparan Suzuki
Tanabe and collaborators
The key papers by their group are PhysRevLett.115.091102 R. Emparan, R.

Suzuki and K. Tanabe, JHEP05(2018)104 R. Emparan, M. Martinez, R. Suzuki and K.

Tanabe, arXiv:1905.01062, R. Emparan, R. Suzuki

The last - very recent - paper in this sequence is especially
remarkable. In this paper the authors show that they can
reliably study the branch of static wiggly black string
solutions through the membrane topology changing
transition to a single black hole at large D
Apart from the topology changing result, EST’s results
were obtained using a sort of scaled black brane theory at
first sight different from our membrane theory. In the
following slides I explain how all of EST’s results (apart
from the recent work on topology change) can also be
obtained scaling the Indian group’s membrane equations.
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Gregorry Laflamme Instability

The spherical membrane solution - about which we
linearized above - has an obvious generalization, namely
the solution with u = −dt and shape SD−p−2 × Rp× time.
This configuration is dual to the ‘black p brane’. The
special case p = 1 id dual to a black string.
Black branes are known to suffer from ‘Gregorry Laflamme’
instabilities at every D. In order to see this instability from
the membrane equations we focus on configurations that
preserve the SO(D − p − 1) isometry and linearize the
membrane equations about the exact black brane
solutions.
Turns out that the ‘radius’ zero mode of the previous slide
develops the following dispersion relation

w = i

(
− k̃√

n
− k̃2

n

)
where k̃ is the momentum along Rp and n = D − 3.
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Scaling and endpoint

Note the instability for k̃ <
√

n. Rayleigh instability of the
membrane.
Factor of

√
n in the frequency suggests that the interesting

physics happens at length scale 1√
n . Also form of

eigenfunction suggests ui ∼ 1√
n and δr ∼ 1

n .

Consequently move to new scaled coordinates in which
the flat space metric takes the form

ds2 = −dt2 +
dy2

n2 +
1
n

dxadxa +
(

1 +
y
n

)2
dΩ2

n (13)

Then evaluate the membrane equations and retain only
leading terms in 1

D .
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Nonlinear ‘black brane’ equations

ub∂by + ∂bub + ∂ty = 0

∂b∂bua + ∂ay − ub∂bua + ∂by∂bua − ub∂b∂ay

+ ∂by∂b∂ay + ∂b∂b∂ay − ∂tua − ∂t∂ay = 0

(14)

The field redefinitions

y(t , xa) = log m(t , xa)

ua(t , xa) =
pa(t , xa)− ∂a (m(t , xa))

m(t , xa)
(15)

turn the equations into

∂tm − ∂b∂
bm + ∂bpb = 0

∂tpa − ∂b∂
bpa − ∂am + ∂b

(
papb

m

)
= 0

(16)

‘Black brane’ equations of EST. Scaling limit of membrane
equations. Capture nonlinear end point of GL transition.Shiraz Minwalla



Greens functions at large D

In order to study the structure of the retarded Green’s
function for the operator ∇2 in D dimensions it turns out to
be useful to work in Fourier space in time but coordinate
space in the spatial coordinates.
Let the Greens function take the form Gω(r)e−iωt . Let
Gω(r) = ψω(r)/r−(D−3)/2. Away from r = 0 it is easy to
check that ψ obeys the equation

−∂2
r ψω +

(D − 4)(D − 2)

4r2 ψω + ω2ψω = 0

Effective Schrodinger problem with h̄2/2m = 1, E = ω and

V (r) =
(D − 4)(D − 2)

4r2
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Radiation

The potential for the Schrodinger problem is positive and of
order O(D2) while the energy ω is of order unity. A mode of
order unity at r = r0 decays as it tunnels to r = D

2ω where it
finally begins to propagate as radiation field of amplitude

1
DD .
Restated, we have two kinds of light modes in black hole
backgrounds: the light QNMs and light radiation far away
from the black hole. The coupling between these two kinds
of modes is nonperturbatively small at large D.
At large D the near horizon geometry of a Schwarschild
black hole decouples from the outside, much as the near
horizon geometry of D3 branes decouples from the outside
at low energies. Our membrane equations are the
analogues of the hydrodynamics of N = 4 Yang Mills.
Does there exist a quantum ‘atomic’ theory, the analogue
of the N = 4 Yang Mills Lagrangian?
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